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ABSTRACT

This work compares the relative importance of
material anisotropy in sheet forming as compared to
other material and process variables. The comparison is
made quantitative by the use of normalized
dependencies of depth to failure (forming limit is
reached) on various measures of anisotropy, as well as
strain and rate sensitivity, friition, and tooling.
Comparisons are made for a variety of forming
processes examined previously in the literature as well
as two examples of complex stampin s in this work.

7The examples rover a range from near y pure draw to
nearly pure stretch situations, and show that for
materials following a quadratic yield criterion, anisotropy
is among the most sensitive parameters influencing
formability. For materials following higher-exponent yield
criteria, the dependency is milder but is still of the order
of most other process parameters. However, depending
on the particular forming operation, it is shown that in
some cases anisotropy may be gnored, whereas in
others its mnsideration is crucial to a good quality
analysis.

f-
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

This work was motivated in part by the findings
‘“ of one of the authors in a previous work [1 but in la e

k?part flavored by timely discussions at the UMISHE T
96 and as documented in those proceedings [21. The
large quantity of information assembled in the Limiting
Dome Height (LDH) benchmark has allowed the
question to be credibly raised as to the relative
(quantitative) importance of anisotropy as compared to
other sensitivities in sheet forming processes. Since a
sensitivity stud

[
was petformect b

entrants m the DH Simulation BenJmJ?&l)ml
NUMISHEET 96, the key aspects of the conclusions of
this work had their origins in an examination of that data.
However, since SB-1 involved the LDH test, which is
predominantly stretch in nature, it was felt that any
attempt to be even moderately thorough in examining
relative sensitivities should include a variety of forming

operations. To that end, quantitative statements are
developed below regarding what is important during the
following forming operations:

LDR (Limiting Draw Ratio) [3], predominantly a
draw situation:

LD~Jt&~iting Dome Height) [2], a predominantly
stretch

T onical “Cupping [4-6], where inhibition of
wrinkli demands a stretch/draw balance:

T aring during Cupping [7,8], another process
where draw is the main mode:

Blank shape optimization for a rectangular box
[1,9], a stretch/draw situation:

Blank shape for a cylindrical cup [1], a draw
dominated situatiin:

Hydroforming of a Yish”-shaped rover plate
[10], a stretch/draw operation:

Closed-die stamping of an ‘&ircraft door frame
[11], predominantly stretch with some draw component.

The rtinent information about these processes
ris reviewe below and summarized in a form that

reveals where each material and process parameter is
most relevant. Included in these is the means of
characterizi~ the anisotropy; this may be viewed in a
hypothetical way regard

Y
which of several yield

surfaces is chosen nufnefica/yto re resent the material,
Por alternately in terms of the rea ism to which each

criterion captures a given sheet material’s measured
pro rties. The various criterion chosen as extensions

rtot e isotropic Von Mises include the 1948 Hill [12, also
icalled H48 or “a=2” in this work, the 1979 New Hi , form

c1
#4 13], also referred to as NH4 or “a<2 in this work,
an the 1979 Hosford [14], also called H79 or “a=8 in
this work. Since that criteriin is numerically similar to the
one proposed by Barlat and Lian in 1989 [15], the latter
will be included in the “a=8 nomenclature in this work.
Forms of these criterion have been implemented into
versions of W-DYNA3D at LLNL [1], and into LS-
DYNA3D and LS-NIKE3D at LSTC[16,1 ~.

The quadratic 1948 Hill yield surface takes the
form
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Eqn. (1) relates the effective stress to the three normal
components of Cauchy stress, with the term O
containing the shear stress terms:

D= 2Ldk + 2Mdw + 2Ndd (2)

x The values for the constants in Eqns. (1) and (2) can
be expressed in terms of the in-plane strain ratios
R=Ro, Q=RAs, and P=RSUJand S=R/P, with the
following additional relations needed:

F = S = (R/P)

G=l

H=R

L = (Qk + +)(R + 1)
M = (Q=+ +)(R+ S)

N = (Qd + +)(1 + S)
(3)

This “a=2 criterion is comparatively straightforward to
implement, but is unable to account for the so-called
‘anomalous’ behavior observed in certain metals (sOme
aluminum alloys and others) where Rc1 but biaxial
strength is still greater than uniaxial. In an attempt to
capture this behavior, the “#4” variant of Hill’s 1979
general form may be used [14]:

. ..(4)

In eqn. (4), the intent is an assumption of planar
isotropy (i.e. R= Q=P), and that the exponent a <2,
hence the nomenclature in this work. Simultaneously,
Hosford [14 proposed a higher-exponent yield criteriin

“- 11which hass own better agreement with experiment and
crystal plasticity calculations:

This equation is referred to as “a=&’ in the current work
it is often used with a=6 for fcc metals and a=6 for bee,
with only minor differences due to that subtlety.

In order to circumvent the stress space Iimitatiin
of the 1979 Hosford criteriin, Barlat and Lian [1

7introduced a criterion which offers all the advantages o
the 1979 Hosford for the case of normal anisotropy
(AR=O)but permits the introduction of a coupled shear
term while retaining convexity of the yield surface and
coordinate s stem

r
invariance. This criterion is

expressed be ow as in [15], except that we retain the
use of ‘d as the yield criteria exponent since many of
our DYNA implementations refer to ‘ml as a strain-rate

exponent. Note also-thatto avoid confusion we have
expressed the coefficient (2-c) explicitly:

_, (2- C){IK1+ K2r +IK1- q=}+ 42K21”
0=

2

K2 =
1( )

a: - ha; z
+ p2c&

2

CT:=Ua-oc

6; =C7b-uc

(6)

The Cauchy stresses must be defined to allow for a
third (normal) stress, even though the implementation
here is for the shell element m DYNA. This is because
the plane-stress material routine is iterative so that even
though the normal stress vanishes at convergence?we
must recognize its presence during the iterations.
Parameters c, h, and p“ may be defined in the current
notation as follows:

‘=$Z)F9
T= R(I+ P)

P(l + R)

‘r

(2Q& + 1)(1+ S)
P“ =

(1+ R)(2 + c)

(7)

The value of p is needed for the shear term in eqn (6).
In the case of a=2, we have p=p”. However, this IS
also the case where the criterii reduces identically to
1946 Hill and is thus of interest onl for verification. In

/general, the value of p* must be ound iteratively as
described by Barlat and Lian in 15].

c1The yield crfteria just escribed were used in
various contexts with the set of forming problems
above in previous wrks and in the current one.
Anisotrop parameters (R-values for most of the

L Imaterials rein are as given in Tab e 1. Other details of
the material operties for the sheet materials in Table 1

rhave been escribed elsewhere [1-2,1O-11].
The sensitivities to the various forming

parameters take on a form related to that introduced by
one of the authors (RWL) at the NUMISHEET 96
discussion. That is, dependencies on each material or
process parameter are normalized to a nominal value of
that parameter, and the change in depth to failure (H* in
mm) is normalized to a nominal value of punch depth for
that particular fermi

7
operation. Thus, a set of

normalized slopes or erivatives, key to following this
work, is generated, expressed as percents:
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The values of n and m refer to strain and strain-rate
dependence of flow stress, respectively, in the
equation:

O@ = K&:&: (9)

used to describe the uniaxial stress-strain behavior in
the a-direction. Other dependencies include that of the
friction coefficient, g, the binder force, ~ the blank size,
B, ttre die Ii radius, d, and the punch nose radius, p.

.- 1N t e slopes in eqn. [8) are then multiphed by
100 to express them as percent changes.

EXAMPLES: LDR TEST

in previous works [1,18], different ield cr”kria in
8DYNA3D were compared with the L R observed

experimentally, as shown in Fg. 1. The effect of
average ~ is shown experimentally and numerically,
but also the effect of adding Al? instead of assuming
R=Q=P= ~. Experimentally, the effect of AR is
negligible, and it IS also small for the higher-order yield
criteria. The dependencies in Fig. 1 are quantified in
Table 6 and Figure 6 below.

Table 1. Plastic anisotropy for contrived and real
material data sets used in this work.
Watl K

R Qdl P R f f f
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Avemge R-value
1.9

0 0.511 .522.5

● Eqx
DRRO.2

- +. -1=8

..=..,=9
m a=2DR/R=O.4
+ a=2DR/R=O.4

X & DRIR=O.4

‘i. 1. Effect of R and AR/R on the LDR as shown
e@erimentally and by the three yield criteria (H48
labeled a=2, H79 labeled a=8, and B89 labeled a=9;
exponent is still a=8).
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EXAMPLES: EARING IN CUPPING

Another draw-intensive comparbn again
involves the cupping geometry, this time with an
emphasis on percent ear formation due to planar
anisotropy. In this case, we can define the quantities
E45 and E90 as in [18] and previous works, to
represent the two types of earing in four-eared cups:

E45=Ahlh

2*(hOO-2*h45+h90)

“h= (hOO+2*h45+h90) ...(10)
AR=(R-2*Q&+P)/2

~=(R+2*&+P)/4

E90=Ah(0-90)/h

Ah(O-90)/h=
4(hO0 – h90)

(hOO+ 2* h45+ h90) ...(11)

AP=R-P

~=(R+P)/2

In previous works [1], different Yield criteria in
DYNA3D were compared with earing observed
experimentally, using data obtained by Wilson and
Butler ~ with that obtained using simulations with either
a =2 in eqn. (1) (1948 Hill), a =8 in eqn. (5) (1979
Hosford), or a =8 in eqn. (6) (1989 Barlat). The
dependencies are shown graphically in Fig. 2.

---
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Fg. 2. Plot of earing (Ah/h vs. AR/R) including Wilson
and Butler data compared to DYNA results with a =2 (48
Hill), a =8 (79 Hosford) and a =8 (89 Barlat).

Once again, the slopes of the lines in F@.2 will
be used to calculate sensitivities ex reseed in the

Poverall comparison shown below in Tab e 6 and Fig. 6.

EXAMPLES: STRETCH-DRAWING CONICAL CUPS

In previous works [4-6, comprehensive studies
\were tie of the formation o conical cups, where a

combination of stretch and draw conditions are
necessary to inhibti wrinkling in the unsupported cup
wail. Thesa data were revisited for the current work, and
the experimental trends were used to calculate F’, B’, d’,
and p as in eqn. (8). The results are shown in Table 2,
with the averaqe values to be used later in the Table 6
overall comparison. Note the very h~h sensitivity to
blank size (B;, likely due to the fact that in these
experiments the goal is to balance the ability to draw
the blank through, et use the blank and binder to

Jrestrain wnlkling in e cup wall.

EXAMPLES: LDH GEOMETRY

The recent LDH benchmark (SB-1) described in
NUMISHEET 96 [2] can rovide much data and insight

af’into sensitivity to materi parameters and frictiwm,-since
numerous entrants studied these sensltwities
numerically on forming the LDH geometry as shown in
Figs. 3-4 with a variety of codes. Results on the
dependence of H* on anisotropy obtained by one of the
authors are reproduced below in Table 3.

TABLE 3. Effect of R and a on H* in LDH Test

In addition, the numerical analyses were
repeated using the higher order H79 yield criterion “a=&



to supplement the “a.2” H48 results.~ this
predominantlystretchtest,thedependenceofH’ on R-
values nesrly disappears when “a=8” is used, as
shownIntheright-mostcolumnof Tebls 3.

Fg. 3. LDH fooling used m clamp and form dome
punch, die, and binder used to form part below.

Fg. 4. LDH geometry formed with W-DYNA3D and the
H79 yield critericm with “a=8”. Failure fractkm 7“ is

‘“ plotted showing proximity to the Fmrdng Limit Diagram
(FLD), FLD is reached when f>l (dark areas).

Usln9 data suchas that shown in Table 3,
sensitivity parameters as in eqn. (8) were calculated for
all the NUMISHEET 98 entrants that repmted sensitivi

!data. These are shown below in Table 4a for Material I
(lntaretitial-Frae Steel), in Table 4b for Material HS
(High-Strength Steel), and Table 4.0 for Material AL
(Aluminum 6111-T4). Many of the slop&s as defined in
eqn. (8) are calculated for each entry (as numbered in
tha proceedings), with the averaga then taken for esch
material. These averages are again transferred to Table
6 for the overall comparison.

TABLE 4a. Summery of LDH eenaitivitiee - from
NUMISHEET 86 SB-1, Material IF

Entry: 6 15 la 10 20 24 25 avg
M9a
R’a=2 22 7 +1-0 31 11 14
R’ ac2 56 56
w a-a o 0
AR a.2 4 4
n’ 22 -9 29 0 3a 13 16
m’ 11 7 9
}’ -33 -20 -7 0 -11 .17 -7 .14
F -111

TABLE 4b. Summary of LDH sensitivities - frcsn
NUMISHEET 96 SB-1, Material HS

Entry: Is 19 20 24 25 2a avg
SJ!2ne
R a.2 56 13 25 69 41
1?ad 62 +/-0 31
R a=ir
AR a.2
n’ 2a 2a 31 50 66 aa 49
m’ o 9 31 13
Y’ -53 0 -16 -1a -9 0 -16
F -21a -a6 -142

TABLE 4c. Summew of LDH eensitivitiea - frmn
NUMISHEET96SB-11 Material AL

Ial le[ 20[ 22[ 241 25[ avg
I i I 1 1 I 1

14[ 31 9

I 10 I I ! ! I 01 51
Rac2 I
R a=a
AR a.2 1 0 0
n’ .14 31 17 34 +/-0 14
m’ o 3 2
P’ -lo 0 0 -20 -14 +/-0 -7
F -172 +/-0 -a6

EXAMPLES: “FISH” COVER, DOOR FRAME, ETC.

assembled several eimple
geomeb%%% comparison of sensitivities to anisot$~
and other orametere. we wished to exolore thesa
dependencies in progressively more complex gaomebtc
atampings as well. A related study was Dsrformed
receritly~l ] on rectangular box and ciJp geometi!es that
looked at ~centage improvements in the Adjusted
Draw Dept (ADD), or roughly speaking, H’ as In this
work but compensated to produce a stamping using a
minimumof material subject to a minimumfinal thickness
being achiaved throughout the part. This information
was already in a form nearly equivalent to those in eqn.

f??dingsin[l].
, and the summary of this work (Table 6) reflec~ the

As additional examplea, one pert that was
reconsidered involves a hydroformed cover first studied
some yeare ago using 6061-O aluminum by Maker [10],



This part is made in a hydroforming operation described

J
in [1O, and has been anal zed usingvarious versions

bof D NA3D, NIKE3D, LS- YNA3D, and LS-NIKE3D.
On forming the part as shown in FQ. 5, the “fish-like”

r
rt has a tendency to tear in the wall near the tail of the

ish. The four close-ups surrounding the full fish show

:
ualitatively the effect of blank positioning on the strain
istribution as the FLD is approached. These represent

,- four separate runs using the “Ra” material, which has a
high & relative to ~ and 11,~. When the rolling
direction is aliined with the fish axis, the failure fraction
Y“ shows the distribution in the top insets, with slight

< differences depending on whether the “a=2” or “a=8”
yield criterion is used. If the blank is turned 90 degrees,
the distributions of “f” in the lower insets result. The
failure heights H* are also different; each of the inset
pictures was taken at its respective H*.

In all, numerous analyses were done using
different lots and placement of 6111-T4 aluminum as a
blank material, chosen @r this part of the numerical
study due to the relative abundance of data available
for it. The baseline properties were used as given in the
NUMISHEET 96 benchmark, and different sets of actual
R-values were then used as permutations. The
resulting H* depths are shown in the top half of Table 5,
for both “a=2° and “a=8”. Worthy of note are the
differences between the two? with the ‘a=8” results
having higher H* since the yield surface, though it is

#
shar r, IS pulled out rrure toward the Von Mises
co ition. In fact, even for isotropy the “a=8” has a
h“ her H*, perhaps indicating that easier flow in shear is
?al owing the complex shaped blank to draw in rmre

easil . Once again, the 90 degree rotated position for
t!the b and Kb materials (see Table 1) gives much

hgher H*, as well as a different qualitative strain
distribution as shown in Fig. 5.

In addition to H:, various slopes were calculated
per eqn. (8), and are given in the appropriate positions
in Table 5. In each case, a given slope was obtained
by mmparing the conditions and H* from the two
analyses in the superscript of the SIO ; that is, a

Ysuperscript (45) means that analyses (4 and (5) were
used to get the slope. Of particular note is the h~h

{
slope RYP)’,as already discussed, as well as the high
slope or /?’.

Also supplied in the lower half of Table 5 are the
H* for a closeddie door frame stamping as described in
detail elsewhere [11]. This stamping was analyzed with

.- DYNA3D as the first step in a multi-stage forming
operation with intermediate anneals, using a mesh of
nearly 40,000 elements in the sheet. The analysis had
been performed in[11] using isotropic properties and an

‘- FLD as reported by Dorward [8], and was re ated
Fhere with the R-values as reported in [8] as we 1; runs

with and without planar anisotropy showed little
discernible difference in this case, although the slope R’
was again quite high.

SUMMARY: OVERALL SENSITIVITIES

Fmm the various experimental and numerical studies
discussed ~C)ve, the sensitivity slopes as defined in
eqn. (8) were compiled into the form shown in Table 6 to
allow comparison of the various slopes with each other,
and for a variety of sheet forming processes and
materials. The most significant factor worth noting in
Table 6 is the variation in magnitude of any given slope

depending on the o
Y

e being formed (and material as in
the LDH tests). n fact, the variations are similar in
maqnitude to the Iar er set of LDH data from the different

kentnes to NUMISH ET 96 as shown in Table 4a~.
This su gests that not only are the numerically
observ J sensitivity slopes dependent on the forming
scenario, they are also somewhat dependent on the
code implementation and assumptions in setting up a
given simulation. However, on the whole, the direchons
of the dependencies are the same in Table 6 as well as
Table 4, with only a few exceptions to the trends. Even
&t~~xave reasonable explanations for the most art.

T
ffe, in Table 6, the slope AR’ and (W )’ is

negative or the Adjusted Draw Depth (ADD) for the cup
forming operation, and for the E45 and E90 earing in
cylindrical cups, whereas AR’ is generally positive
regarding H*. TNs is because it is often possible (as in
the fish cover) to utilize planar anisotropy to our
advantage iven a non-axisymmetric eometry and an
intelligent d?oice of blank position. [ owever, if we
consider the axisymmetric cup, the presence of earing is
only a detriment in most measures of W. For this reason,
we include in Table 5 (in parentheses) another slope,
which is based on the magnitude of all the AR’ and
(/VP)’ , rather than allowing a positive and negative
slope to cancel. Another apparent anomaly (in Table 4a
and 4c) is the negative value of n’ observed by entry
#18. However! in that case the *value was cha ed

%without changing the value of K in eqn. (9), so at
raising n has the numerical side effect of lowering the
yield stress, leading to a potentially lower H* depending
on friiion interactions.

Overall, if the Tables 4-6 are examined carefully
and factors such as these are considered, there is
indeed a great deal of consistency among the trends,
and ce~inly the averages of all the slopes ive a good

foverall indication of the relative importance o an isotropy
compared to other material and forming parameters. This
mmparison is shown more graphically in F .6, which is

2simply a bar chart of all the magnitudes of ependencies
in the far right column of Table 6. The onl special cases

{in Fig. 6 are the values of F’ and B’, whit were divided
by 10 in order to fit reasonably on the same chart. If we
note then that these two parameters have nearly an
order of magnitude more influence than the others, a
legible comparison of the rest of the slopes can be
made from FQ. 6. Overall, for materials that are well
characterized by the “a=2”(H46) cdteriin, anisotropy is
amo the highest influences on the slopes of eqn. 8)

?and t us on H* in a given forming operation. k
materials following an “a=8” criterion, the an isotropy
dependencies (grouped together in FQ. 6) are less
strong, but still of much the same order as the other
slopes on the chart.

CONCLUSIONS

We have examined the de ndence of punch
Pdepth to failure (encroachment on LD) in a variety of

sheet forming situations, to a range of material and
process parameters. For the cases considered (and the
metrics used via eqn. (8)), the strongest normalized
dependencies a pear as those on binder force (F), and

Bblank size B?. eyond those factors, the m nitude of
[ Yinfluence o anisotropy is certainly comparab e to the

other material and process parameters (strain and rate
effec$ friin, tod~ geometry) whose knowled e is
ccmdered essential to a quality fana ysis.



Fgure 5. “Fish rover” h droformed part, analyzed with 6111-T4 aluminum (Rb) using different blank placx?mentand
F ““choice of yield criterion a=2 IS1948 Hill, “a=&’ is 1979 Hosford).

TABLE 5. Predicted effect of anisdropy on H“ for complex atampings
Part Material Slope Sl;pRe SI slope /}pRe

a.~
w

a=i R’ ‘ (f! R “
a=2

(R?!;
a=2 a=8 a=8 a=8

>h
C%er--. ..-.

Franw-
2024-0

1.V OnMISf?S 18,3
2.IJa 18.7
3.D a-avg 15./ 25.0(1’1 o.o~)
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rABLE 6. Summary of Sensitivity of failure height (H*) to anisotropy and other parameter slopes
Slope LDR LDH, LDH, LDH, Conic Cyl. Box, Box, cup, cup, F~h, Door, AVG.

N96-IF N96- N96- Cups cups ADD PTS ADD PTS w H* OIA
HS AL

R’,a=2 39 14 41 9 24 (16) 38 (36] 33 25 27
R’,a=8 19 0 5 8 (o) 9 (8) 33 12
R’,ad 56 31 0 29
AR’,s=2 8 4 0 -12 2 (20) -21 8 0 (7) -1
AR’,a=8 2 -6 2 (o) -5 3 (4) -1
(R@’, a=2 -12 23 (17)5
(R@)’,a=8 -6 10 (8)2
n’ 8 16 49 14 21

m’ 9 13 2 8

J -12 -14 -16 -7 -12

; -79 -142 -86 -34 -85

B’ -200 -200
& 19 19

P’ 29 29

30

25

20

15

10

5

0

PEA

Figure 6. Graphical depiction of normalized dependencies of H* on material and
F

recess parameters. All are plotted as
magnitude even if a negative dependence is actually observed. The values of and B’ are divided by 10 to appear
legible on the same chart.

values had no effect on flow stress or the shape and
position of the FLD! some interdependencies are likely.

There are several notable caveats to the Similarly, changes In the revalue virtually never occur
methodology presented herein. Although it indeed without some change in the effective K-value of eqn.
simplifies the various effects, it is virtually impossible to (9); indeed even in Table 4 the entrants had to either
let any single material parameter, including the set of R- consider K to be constant (as did #18), or to consider
values, change without causing other changes. Thus, yield stress (at some finite plastic strain) to be constant,
while It was assumed in this wrk that the set of R- so that K effectively varies with n.



Furthermore, the full effect of rate sensitivity (m’)
in postponing localized necking and failure Will be
missed without a local damage theo . These latter

%topics need to be more carefully sorted r future works.
Meanwhile, the dependencies shown in Fq. 6 should
still give most readers a good general impression of the
relatlve importance of these parameters.
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